Weathers

Accidents few despite snowstorm
Molly Stone

As people of Iowa City woke to find the ground covered in snow, their morning commute was far from routine. While some experienced minor delays, many had to contend with Slippery roads and reduced visibility, making the journey home more challenging.

Tales of the unexpected hit the headlines, with several reports of vehicles getting stuck in snowdrifts or sliding off roads. One of the more remarkable events was the incident involving a snowplow, which had become stuck in the middle of a major intersection. Drivers behind it were forced to navigate around the obstruction, causing some traffic delays.

The Iowa City Police Department advised residents to exercise caution and to drive at reduced speeds. They also urged drivers to prepare for potential hazards by ensuring their vehicles are in good condition and by leaving extra space between cars.

While the snowstorm posed challenges, it also provided an opportunity for residents to connect with one another and share stories of their experiences. With schools and businesses closed, many took the chance to spend time with family or to engage in some winter activities, such as sledding or snowshoeing.

Talks cease between Aristide, opponents

Annie Jackson

The negotiations between Haitian President Jean-Bertrand Aristide and his opponents, aimed at resolving the political crisis in the country, have come to a halt. The talks, which had been ongoing for several weeks, were scheduled to resume this week, but sources close to the meeting had informed the delegate that an agreement could not be reached.

Aristide apparently failed to give his opponents the assurances they had requested, such as an end to the violence and a commitment to a democratic process. The lack of progress has raised doubts about the prospects for a peaceful solution in Haiti.

The talks were part of a broader strategy to stabilize the country and to prevent further violence, which has claimed the lives of hundreds of civilians and security forces. The International Community has been working with the parties to find a solution, but the stalemate has complicated the efforts.

Despite the setback, there are hopes that the discussions will resume in the near future. The international community remains committed to supporting a process that respects the will of the Haitian people and that leads to a peaceful resolution of the crisis.
Teamwork ensures timely transplants

A December report joins the UHSC Department of Surgery as one of the most active in the nation when it comes to organ transplantation. The report found that the UHSC was one of the top 10 transplant programs in the country, with more than 400 transplants performed in 1991.

The UHSC has been at the forefront of organ transplantation since the 1970s, and has performed more than 5,000 transplants since its inception. The department is led by Dr. James T. S. Wang, who has been at the UHSC since 1975.

The UHSC has a team of dedicated professionals, including surgeons, nurses, technicians, and administrators, who work together to ensure that patients receive the best possible care.

In addition to the UHSC, other hospitals in the state also perform organ transplants, including the University of Iowa Hospitals and Clinics, the Iowa City Veterans Affairs Medical Center, and the Iowa Methodist Medical Center.

The UHSC has received international recognition for its work in organ transplantation, and has been featured in numerous articles and documentaries.

The UHSC continues to be at the forefront of organ transplantation, and is dedicated to improving the lives of patients through the gift of life.
CONSERVATIVE FILM PULLED FROM SHELVES

The drawing of the controversial film titled "Taxi Kings" from two German department stores is the latest blow to the German film industry, which is already reeling from a series of disputes with the government and the public over the portrayal of sexual content. The film, which has caused a stir in Germany and abroad, depicts a group of German taxi drivers who are involved in a series of sexual encounters with women they pick up on the street.

The film, directed by Adrian Korpel, was released earlier this month and has been well received by audiences and critics alike. However, it was recently pulled from the shelves of two major department stores in Germany, including the prestigious department store "Maerz" in Berlin. The decision was made after a group of parents and religious leaders complained to the stores about the film's explicit content.

"The film is simply too explicit for our customers," a spokesperson for the Maerz department store said. "We have a duty to protect our customers, especially our younger customers, from explicit content that we feel is not appropriate for them." The department store has been criticized for its decision, with some calling it censorship and others defending it as a necessary step to protect the public.

The controversy over the film has escalated in recent days, with some calling for a ban on the film and others calling for a boycott of the Maerz department store. The film's director, Adrian Korpel, has expressed his disappointment with the decision, calling it "a sad day for freedom of expression." He has also called for a public debate on the issue, saying that the film is "an important contribution to the discussion on sexual subject matter."
IOWA CITY TRANSIT
...Your foul weather friend!

Ride the bus to work or class and stay warm and dry this fall.
...still only 50¢ a ride.

An innovative program designed to prepare highly qualified secondary school teachers of Chinese, Japanese, and Russian.

The Iowa Critical Languages Scholarship

is now accepting applications for its 1991-92 competition.

Program Sequence

- One year of intensive language training at a summer institute recognized for its language specialization.

- One year of intensive language study at the University of Iowa.

- One year of study in a abroad area.

- One year of study at the University of Iowa to complete graduation and language certification requirements, including a seminar of student teaching.

Scholarship

Scholarships of up to $35,000 are awarded for the two semesters of summer intensive language instruction and up to $15,000 for the year of study abroad. Students apply by submitting a completed application available from the Office of Financial Aid.

Students who participate in the program are obligated to teach in a cooperating Iowa school district for at least three years after graduation.

For an application or information, contact:

Dr. Donna Grundtvig, Director
Office of Financial Aid
University of Iowa
Iowa City, IA 52242
(515) 338-6945

Deadline for submitting applications: January 3, 1992

YOUTH

James Matthews

Beulah Haakenson

SARATOGA

The first youth-organized television show in the U.S. is called "Eye to Eye," and it is broadcast on the Public Broadcasting Service network.

The show started in New York City in 1971, and it is now being shown in other cities.

The show features young people who are involved in community and social issues.

The show is produced by the Children's Television Workshop, which is a non-profit organization.

The show is designed to help young people develop communication and problem-solving skills.

The show is broadcast on PBS (Public Broadcasting Service) and is available to the public through your local PBS station.

The show is also available on the Internet through the PBS website.

The show features a wide range of topics, including environmental issues, health, and social justice.
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CRIME BILL

Continued from Page 1A

Police are now supposed to undergo training in the hotly debated area of crime prevention and arrest before they're allowed to start their jobs.

The bill also sets up a U.S. Crime Prevention and Training Board, which would develop a national curriculum to train police officers.

Several provisions of the bill are designed to limit the discretion of judges in sentencing criminals.

Under one provision, judges would be required to sentence offenders to prison for a minimum number of years based on the severity of the crime.

Other provisions would require judges to consider factors such as the offender's criminal history and the likelihood of rehabilitation when sentencing.

The bill also includes a provision that would allow the president to veto legislation that would lower the federal minimum wage.

HAITI

Continued from Page 1A

The United Nations Security Council has called on Haiti to restore democracy and hold free and fair elections.

The council said it was concerned about reports of human rights abuses and political violence in Haiti.

The council also called on the Haitian government to respect the rights of the opposition and to allow opposition leaders to participate in the political process.

MIDWEST

Continued from Page 1A

Police in Indianola, Iowa, said a man in a white shirt and black pants was seen walking in the area.

The man was carrying a black bag and was last seen heading towards a wooded area.

The police are asking for anyone who saw the man to come forward.

Get Involved!

Applications are available NOW for the following positions for the 1992 Homecoming Executive council:

- Director
- Assistant Director
- Advertising
- Special Events
- Financial Director
- Secretary
- Coordinator
- Ad Manager
- Public Relations

For more information, contact Jennifer [email protected] at 354-2453 or Karl at 359-1222.
Pastor Charles makes a homo's day

KIM PAINTE

The worst thing about the homo-horrified is that they never get enough. Give them an inch, they'll take your girlfriend.

At the end of the Lot story, Chuck reveals himself as the one person given permission to excommunicate his brother for non-kidney donation. He is a leader of the one anti-choice group that has been permitted to operate without public calling for an end to the misinformation. As the group is called in the article, the group is the one that never gets enough. The group never gets enough of freedom of choice in the medical sphere, and no matter how much they are given, they never get enough.

So, there is one group that never gets enough. As people who are given freedom, we are able to see through the glass and see the horrors that they never get enough of. Give them an inch, they'll take your girlfriend.

The whole situation would be comical were it not so frightening. Meanwhile, the county attorney should cut his losses now by running a campaign to get his name out there, and to allow the people to decide who the county attorney should be.

The writer's letter to the editor must be signed and include the writer's name and address, which will be published.

Jewell

Electricity is in the air when Southerners vote

MIREY KOC

Southerners are sensitive about the unfairness they sometimes perceive. They are offended by the many stereotypes ignominous rednecks, backwoods bigots, rowdy roadies and slow-witted Shut-in hillbillies.

It is in the air, my pollster says, why so many pollsters are talking about the many stereotypes ignominous rednecks, backwoods bigots, rowdy roadies and slow-witted Shut-in hillbillies.

And if you call me a redneck, I am not going to have the same reaction as if you call me a Jew. If you call me a Jew, I am going to have a reaction, even though I am not a Jew.

All with that, aren't there many people who will vote in the basis of who is the least offensive in the group? If you call me a redneck, I am not going to have the same reaction as if you call me a Jew. If you call me a Jew, I am going to have a reaction, even though I am not a Jew.

True, many people feel strongly about the Jewish people. I am not going to have the same reaction as if you call me a redneck. If you call me a redneck, I am not going to have the same reaction as if you call me a Jew. If you call me a Jew, I am going to have a reaction, even though I am not a Jew.
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So, I am not going to have the same reaction as if you call me a redneck. If you call me a redneck, I am not going to have the same reaction as if you call me a Jew. If you call me a Jew, I am going to have a reaction, even though I am not a Jew.

So, I am not going to have the same reaction as if you call me a redneck. If you call me a redneck, I am not going to have the same reaction as if you call me a Jew. If you call me a Jew, I am going to have a reaction, even though I am not a Jew.
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Satellite-carrying Atlantis blasts off in night launch

Marcia Dann
CAPE CANAVERAL - Flaming orange smoke surged into the night sky early Sunday with the lift-off of the shuttle Atlantis, which is en route to the International Space Station.

The 160-ton spacecraft roared off the pad at 8:27 p.m. EST on Sunday, minutes after a 4-week delay that was caused by hydrogen gas leak. The shuttle was scheduled for lift off at 8 p.m.

It was a spectacular, and rare, start to the space station assembly mission. The last shuttle deployment in darkness was a year ago.

Two minutes into the flight, Atlantis shed rocket boosters off the thick-finned solid rocket boosters and splintered into two halves.

It zipped past a string of planets and the moon and was propelled into orbit by the retired space shuttle.

The Osijek hospital reported nine people were killed and 46 wounded in the two-hour shelling.

Ludivine, a 35-year-old important lady of Zagreb, was injured in a shelling Sunday, and the Yugoslav news agency Tjednik and Croatian news reported.

Religious leaders in Zagreb, a city of 140,000 people, and surrounding villages, have praised the agreement to send U.N. peacekeepers to the area.

The fighting was between the Serb-dominated army and the Croatian army. Nearly shelled to the army, the Serb army is strengthened by the Bosnian army. There have been clashes in the area for the last four months.

Three members of the Croatian Black Legion guard a cali Zagreb's main square Sunday to protect Friday's government detention of extreme nationalist Party of Rights leader Domitrije Pajku.

Trounc No. 14 terrors; officials still hopeful

Naila Burke
Associated Press

Bosnian Serbs - Fighting continued in Yugoslavia Sunday between the rebel Serbs and the U.N. peacekeepers.

Three troops were captured in the Bosnian town of Zenica early Sunday.

If the United Nations....
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British executive returns home from Iraqi prison

Associated Press

LONDON — Businessman Jack Richer returned to Britain on Sunday after three years in an Iraqi prison for a terrorism-related act.

Richer, 46, was arrested in 1985 after he contacted the Syrian intelligence service and met with a member of the radical Muslim Lebanese group Islamic Jihad.

He was convicted in 1988 of substantive terrorism and for helping an armed group based in Iran.

Richer had been working with the EnglishAmerican tycoon Robert Maxwell, but their relationship soured when Maxwell dismissed Richer.

The businessman was released from jail on Saturday after a week-long negotiation with Iraq.

He was deported to the United States to face trial on federal terrorism charges.
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Iowa, looking to back up its No. 1 football ranking, accomplished that goal with a 16-13 victory over the Minnesota Golden Gophers Saturday afternoon in Kinnick Stadium.

According to Associated Press, the Hawkeyes are still unbeaten in conference play and have a three-game lead over Michigan and Wisconsin, who each won their games Saturday and now sit at 4-1 in the Big Ten.

Iowa scored first on a 2-yard touchdown run byQQQ

Myrna, who had only five completions on 15 passes, had a 101.0 quarterback rating for the game and became the first quarterback in school history to win four straight games against the University of Minnesota.

For the Golden Gophers, the day was marred by turnovers. Minnesota managed only 63 yards of total offense and committed four turnovers on the day, including three pass interceptions and one fumble. Myrna, who had only five completions on 15 passes, had a 101.0 quarterback rating for the game and became the first quarterback in school history to win four straight games against the University of Minnesota.
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NFL: Thomas leads Jets

From page 18

John Davis was among 3400 fans

in attendance as he led the Jets to a 34-

12 victory over the Titans.

Thomas scored from the one and

the 10 in the first half.

Following the victory, the Jets

played three improved games and

made the National League

season.

HUGHES: 2 TDs equal's 2

Optimized from page 18

Hughes scored his 33rd and 34th

touchdowns of the season and New

York Giants.

As the first half came to a close,

Hughes had scored twice, giving

the Giants a 21-0 lead over the

Jets.

DAVIS: Hawkeyes bomb UMES, 101-45

From page 18

Davis scored 35 points and

11 assists on 5-for-10 shooting

from behind the arc.

He was named the

game's Most Valuable Player.

HAWKEYES: Fry gets 100th win

From page 18

Fry is the first head coach

that the Hawkeyes

have ever had.

He

led them to a 100-win season

and the NCAA Tournament.

The Hawkeyes

won their first 10 games before

losing to Michigan State.

Fry

was at the helm for 12 years

before retiring in 1982.

His

team included the likes of
two-time All-American
candidates, Randy Brown

and Bob Knight.

The Hawkeyes finished

8-1 in the Big Ten and lost

to Indiana in the NCAA Tournament.
Hawks play in the snow, plow Gophers 23-8

Angelic Hughes

In a swirl of white, Iowa's defense maneuvered on the sidelines. They had experienced snow before, but nothing like the blizzard that fell on the Big Ten's best defense.

"In every way, it was just incredible," said defensive coordinator Ed Coaches.

"It was a real challenge," head coach Hayden Fry said. "We had to adjust our game plan, but in the end, we were able to come out on top."

Iowa's defense was a force to be reckoned with, enabling the Hawkeyes to extend their winning streak to six games. The defense, led by senior linebacker Lee Corso, forced three turnovers and held Minnesota to just 13 points.

"We knew we had to be ready for anything," Corso said. "The weather was crazy, but we didn't let it affect us."

The win was a significant moment in the Hawkeyes' season, which they wrapped up with a record of 7-5. It was also Hayden Fry's milestone victory, his 145th career win.

"I'm not sure Iowa may not be the best team ever not playing on New Year's Day," Fry said with a laugh. "They are a great football team."

Iowa quarterback Matt Rodgers passed for over 200 yards and two TDs.

"He's a great quarterback," Minnesota coach Don Hatfield said. "He's always been a threat to us."
Michigan blows out archival Ohio State

Marc Frey
Associated Press

Michigan got its 10th Big Ten triumph Tuesday night, thumping Ohio State 97-91 with 6:20 to play. It was the highest point total in the second-highest total of his career, 50 percent from the field as the Blazers won despite a one turnover.

Ohio State has won only 16 days later against Wisconsin State Saturday. Howard went on to pose as the familiar pose of the Heisman statue.

Howard had a storybook-type sea-

Howard makes out Heisman statuette

Howard, the highest point total in the second-highest total of his career, 50 percent from the field as the Blazers won despite a one turnover.

A win that was our goal setting in, to win the Old Oaken Bucket and to go to a "bowl." The蝴蝶upturn turned three turnovers into 27 points during a 2-4 stretch quarter at East Lansing, Mich.

HUNGRY
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Big day on gridiron for stars

Rick Warner

Wisconsin’s Don Majkowski was the star in what was called ‘The Game’ Saturday at the Big Ten’s biggest stadium, the Ol’ Orange Bowl in Miami. It was more like a nightmarish Halloween nightmare for the Badgers Saturday as they dropped another one, 34-6 to Majkowski and 2nd-ranked University of Miami. And it was the second straight conference loss.

Miami proved to be the team to beat in the Big Ten. Majkowski threw for 279 yards and accounted for 337 yards of total offense. Which wasn’t bad for the little 5-foot-10, 175-pounder from Madison, who was just the tallest of all.

However, Majkowski wasn’t the only winner Saturday. Ohio State’s Brian Bauch罕 clinched the outright Big Ten title.

Saturday was a day of three stories. The first two were the conference games that were played. The third was an awards ceremony.

Ohio State was able to clinch the Big Ten title on the day that the Hawkeyes were swept, losing to Penn State, 48-17. The Buckeyes defeated Illinois, 24-17, and clinched the outright Big Ten title.

Secondly, Oregon State defeated UCLA, 35-24, and clinched the Pacific-10 title. The Beavers had already won the Pacific-10 title in football, but they needed a win over UCLA to clinch the championship.

The third story was the awards ceremony. Desmonds Howard was named the Heisman Trophy winner. Howard, a running back from Oklahoma, was the first African-American to win the Heisman.

His performance against Nebraska was the highlight of his season. He rushed for 182 yards and 3 touchdowns, leading the Sooners to a 31-24 win over the Cornhuskers.

Despite the loss, the Badgers still have a bright future. Majkowski has the potential to be a star in the NFL. And the Badgers have a talented young team that can compete for the Big Ten title next year.

However, the loss to Miami was a tough one to swallow. The Badgers were expected to make a run for the national championship, but they fell short on Saturday.

But the Badgers are not done yet. They still have a chance to win the Big Ten title if they can beat Michigan on Saturday.

So, the Badgers will have to put this loss behind them and focus on the upcoming game against Michigan. If they can win that game, they will have a shot at the Big Ten title and a spot in the national championship game.

But if they lose, their season will be over. They will have to look forward to next year and try to build for another shot at the title.

The Badgers are a young team, and they have a bright future. They just need to learn from this loss and move forward.

But for now, the Badgers will have to pick themselves up and get ready for the Michigan game. They will have their hands full, but they are a tough team and they will fight until the end.
History of America’s hearts and stomachs

Mandy Crane

Once upon a time, a coin with the words “Meadows” on it could be exchanged for a meal. It was the 1930s, and the Great Depression was in full swing. Many Americans were struggling to put food on the table, and the “Meadows” coin was a symbol of hope. It represented a chance to break the cycle of poverty and to have a meal. The coin was designed by a local artist and was intended to be a means of exchange for food. It was widely accepted, and its use spread quickly. Despite the challenges of the time, the “Meadows” coin brought a sense of community and hope to many people. It was a reminder that even in the midst of hardship, there was always a way to come together and support each other. Today, the coin is a symbol of the resilience of the human spirit and a reminder of the importance of community and cooperation. It serves as a reminder that even in the darkest of times, there is always hope for a better tomorrow.
**MOVIE REVIEW**

**Demi's latest Butcher's Wife' short on meat, long on corn**

Kristen Carr

Department Manager
The Daily

Demi Moore's "Butcher's Wife" goes down like a bowl of gravy, all sweetness and light.

In the story, the characters are a pair of loving middle-aged slugs played by Moore and Fabio. The scriptwriters have avoided Victorian abominations cropping up everywhere.

Music, by Mark Bruckner, is in the background throughout. The story by Martha Gellhorn is adapted by David Mamet.

Mamet's customers get geographically propagated, and their love story is trite. They live with their family and her gorgeous mustache for a Village Voice meat market.

Moore's character is a Upper West Side wife who is completely absorbed in her husband's life and career. She is sitting in a library waiting for her hormonal powers to catch up with her exotically assembled Mr. Right. When, eventually, husband Jack (George Dzundza) shows up, her bright-eyed homage to the original movie looks like a street gang.

 Linked by their love of cooking, the couple is always waiting for the opportunity to create a delicious meal. This is why the story by Moore is so appealing. It reinforces the original Christmas idea: 'Extra special, and just the way Della bushed her lamb chops. Tubby made her roast potatoes, and she made a sprightly charm and romantic on their records, "DiNizio said."

"Butcher's Wife" is being performed at the Blank Theatre Company and will help you beat most any else. It will open on Dec. 5-7, and $8. The presentation is made possible by the Bank of America and Trust Company.

**THEATER**

**'Gift of the Magi' rings in holidays at Riverside**

Robert Furbanos

Daily Texan

With the holiday season upon us, personal stage favorites or stage adaptations—depending on how you look at it—are cropping up everywhere. Iowa City's Rathskeller Theatre Company will present something just a bit different this time around with "The Gift of the Magi.""The gift of Magi" is adapted from an O. Henry story by UI Playwrights Workshop participant, now...